
Impact Report for Sponsors

SIKU Ice Watch - 2023

The 2023 Ice Watch was our 3rd annual Ice Watch Challenge, and it was a great success! The Ice Watch ran 
from mid-March until the end of July and doubled in size compared to the previous year, with more than 1966 
Ice Posts made by SIKU users across 83 Northern communities from Labrador to Tuktoyaktuk and James Bay 
to Resolute Bay. 

With help from our partners and sponsors, we effectively reached northern and Canadian audiences through 
social media, television, radio, posters and more. Thank you to Northern (North West Company), Groupe Contant, 
broadcasters Uvagut TV and The Weather Network, and SmartICE!
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Social media reach: 600,000+
Television reach: 600,000 & 179,000



• In total, we released 30 images and 34 videos, all of which featured 
our sponsors. 

• Our social media campaigns and paid advertisements directly reached 
more than half a million people, totalling  600,913. 

• Northern communities were the largest targeted audience as well as 
broad southern audiences and partners who amplified the campaign.

With three years of Ice Watch observations recorded, the annual Ice Watch Challenge has now made 
significant contributions to ice knowledge transfer and safety in and across northern communities.

Along with the direct posts and knowledge sharing by participants on 
SIKU, extensive advertising was used to share Ice Watch widely. 

How it works:
• Users create Ice Posts while traveling on land and sea ice using 

the SIKU app, which is available online and offline. Ice Post 
content includes pictures, videos, and tags for sea ice and snow 
terminology in Inuktut. 

• Hazards and observations are shared in SIKU community news 
feeds and on the SIKU Ice Map. Eligible posts are reviewed by 
our panel of Inuit Ice Experts and may be selected to win weekly 
or Grand Prizes.

• Work is ongoing to mobilize ice data through machine learning 
research, with the goal of further enhancing safe travel in a 
changing North.

Social Media - Reach: 600,000+ peopleUSERS

Sharing knowledge at local and broad scales

Reach - Social Media and Television

• We welcomed The Weather Network as a new Ice Watch partner
• Increased commitments to ice terminology that enhanced language 

mobilization throughout the SIKU Ice Watch 
• The Ice Watch Challenge was featured on an episode of CBC Northbeat, which 

showcased the challenge to an even wider audience

New This Year



• During the challenge, our partner Uvagut TV broadcast 30 videos 
a total of 748 times. These videos were available to over 600,000 
homes across Canada (focused on northern communities through 
Shaw, Arctic Co-Op and local cable providers).

• The Weather Network broadcasted Ice Watch content to homes 
throughout Canada, with videos running hourly on the network’s 
national feed on Sundays between noon and 6 p.m. and again from 
8 p.m. until 12 a.m. from March to July. These broadcasts reached 
an audience of 179,000.

• Radio adverts were aired in Nunatsiavut (OKâlaKatiget - OkRadio) and by Kitikmeot and Qikiqtaaluk 
community radio stations.

Television - Reach: 600,000 +179,000 homesTV-RETRO

RadioRadio
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This year’s five most frequently tagged ice profiles were key ice features:

SIKU Ice Profiles

Sinaaq
Floe Edge

Aajuraq
Lead

Aukkanniq
Polynya

Aulaniq
Moving Ice

Tuvak
Fast Ice

Ice and Language

The use of sea ice terminologies across Inuktut dialects and the 
Word of the Week video series support language preservation and 
communities using their own knowledge systems to document 
changing sea ice conditions across the North. As a result, SIKU 
users are now tagging more ice types and contributing new 
dialect suggestions.

Word of the Week videos were aired on Uvagut TV, The Weather Network, and social media



Ice Watch promotional poster that was displayed in Northern stores in eligible communities



The North West Company, through community Northern stores, provided gift cards for our 15 weekly winners 
and 2nd and 3rd place Grand Prizes, in recognition of their high quality contributions of ice knowledge. Ice 
Posts on SIKU were reviewed by our panel of 10 expert Inuit ice reviewers, and winning posts were selected for 
their contributions to ice knowledge mobilization and safety.

Ice Watch Winners “



“Thank you! Awesome…. N’ice!”

“Wow! That’s awesome and thank you! I know this SIKU
program is very useful. We can even learn from other

communities and their hunters input.”

“Thank you! I love going out on the land
with my knowledge holders”

“Yay! Thank you will help a lot”

“Hi Thank you so much for the gift card”

““



For the Grand Prize, Groupe Contant helped sponsor a 2023 600A Sport Grand Touring Skidoo.
This was key to our impact this year and is a life-changing prize for SIKU users in Northern communities.

Grand Prize Winning Video by Daniel Jaaka

Daniel Jaaka from Ivujivik, Nunavik was selected as the Sport Grand Touring Ski-Doo prize winner, 
sponsored by Groupe Contant. The Inuit ice experts of the Review Committee made their selection based 
on the post’s high quality contributions to safety, education and knowledge transfer. In the video, Daniel 
demonstrates why it is important to carry and use a harpoon to test the ice conditions and shows how to 
identify thin ice. Congratulations Daniel!

“I don’t know how to thank you enough. I am very 
grateful for what you guys do. The skidoo sure will 
be very helpful for us. I used to walk a lot through 

the ice a lot of time” - Daniel Jaaka

“If it wasn’t for my harpoon, I might have fallen 
into the water. Always bring a harpoon if you’re 

going on ice. Especially in spring.”



Various promotional graphics from the 2023 Ice Watch social media campaign



Sponsors and Partners

View the 2023 Ice Watch content on our Facebook page, Vimeo profile, or on IsumaTV.
Nakurmiik to all our partners and sponsors, and to everyone who contributed to their community’s 

safety and knowledge. We’ll see you again next year for the 2024 Ice Watch Challenge! 

THE ARCTIC EIDER SOCIETY
Phone: (613) 416-9607
Fax: (613) 701-0326
Web: https://arcticeider.com
Email: info@arcticeider.com
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SIKU
Apps: https://siku.org/download
Web: https://siku.org
Email: info@siku.org
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Arctic Eider Society is an Inuit-led charity established in 2011, and 
developer of SIKU: The Indigenous Knowledge Social Network. SIKU is a 
web and mobile platform that provides tools and services for Indigenous 
communities to lead their own research and monitoring programs.

About AES and SIKU
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